Abstract-Conventional fuzzy control can be considered mainly composed of fuzzy two-term control and fuzzy three-term control. In this paper, more systematic analysis and design are given for the conventional fuzzy control. A general robust rule base is proposed for fuzzy two-term control, and leave the optimum tuning to the scaling gains, which greatly reduces the difficulties of design and tuning. The digital implementation of fuzzy control is also presented for avoiding the influence of the sampling time. Based on the results of previous fuzzy two-term controllers, a simplified fuzzy three-term controller is proposed to enhance performance. A two-level tuning strategy is also planned, which first tries to set up the relationship between fuzzy proportionaVintegraVderivative gain and scaling gains at the high level, and optionally tunes the control resolution at low level. Simulation of different order models show the characteristics of fuzzy control, effectiveness of the new design methodologies, and advantages of the enhanced fuzzy three-term control.
1083-4419/96$05.00 Q 1996 IEEE more difficult. Multiple simultaneous adjustments (rules, membership functions, and gains) makes the optimum tuning more difficult. A phase plane technique has been used for designing rule base for FZ-PI type control [ 5 ] , which reduces the design difficulties. However, it still needs to be extended to other type Suzzy control. Finally, implementation of fuzzy control in computer should be less sensitive to the influence of the sampling time.
Based on the above points, more systematic analysis and design for conventional fuzzy control are presented in this paper. Attention is focused on the following approaches:
A more systematic design for fuzzy two.term control In spite of different applications, more standard and robust rule bases are proposed for fuzzy two-term control by the phase plane technique. The tuning of fuzzy control, which is normally a multiple and simultaneous adjustment, reduces to tuning of the scaling gains. A digital structure for fuzzy control is also presented to avoid the influence of the sampling time.
A simplified fuzzy three-term control To enhance performance, a simplified FZ-PID control is proposed based on the results of fuzzy two-term control. Compared with the existing FZ-PID, it is simple in structure, easy in implementation, fast in calculation and better in performance.
A two-level tuning methodology A two-level tuning methodology is planned for tuning fuzzy control. A relationship between scaling gains and fuzzy proportionallintegraUderivative gain is discussed at high level; an optional tuning of control resolution is proposed at low level. A heuristic tuning method is also presented.
Performance comparison by simulation
Simulation is done to compare fuzzy controls with their nonfuzzy counterparts, and each other.
Fuzzy TWO-TERM CONTROL

A. Basic Algorithm
A nonfuzzy PI control algorithm can be expressed as
and a nonfuzzy PD control algorithm can be expressed as where e is the error (set point-output), 6 is the derivatives of error, T, = IC1 f lip, and 
B. Digital Implementation
The fuzzy control in Fig. 1 is actually a continuous-time control law. To implement such control law in digital computer, it is necessary to approximate the integral and derivatives that appears in the control law.
The integral action in the FZ-PI output can be approximated by and the derivative action in the fuzzy inputs can be approximated by the forward difference Ae
iz-T
where T is the sampling time and Ae is the change in the error. Then the digital implementation of fuzzy two-term controllers are shown in Fig. 2 . This digital structure is insensitive to the sampling time T.
C Knowledge Base
To design a fuzzy control is actually to design its knowledge base which is composed of data base and rule base as shown in between two input scaling gains can be approximated as a constant cv [7] . Then Kd = a K e . The output of FZ-PI and FZ-PD in Fig. 2 can be expressed as 
where F{ } represents the fuzzy operation.
Rule Base: The rule base is to do with the fuzzy inference rules.
Strictly speaking, the rule base should be different for FZ-PI and FZ-PD control because of their different control characteristics. In fuzzy control, the error state space (phase plane) can act as a bridge between system performance and the rule base [5] . The step response of the system can be roughly divided into four areas AI -A4 and two sets of points: cross-over { b l , b 2 ) and peak-valley { c l , CZ} as shown in Fig. 4 . The system equilibrium point is the origin of the phase plane.
a) The sign ofrules: The sign of the rule base can be determined by following metarules: 1) If both E and E are zero, then maintain present control setting. 2) If conditions are such that E will go to zero at a satisfactory rate, then maintain present control setting. 3) If e is not self-correcting, then the sign of the rule,can be determined by five sub-criterion. 1) Determine rules tiO/uo for peak-valley points {CI, CZ}
2) Determine the rest of rules. As E has the same sign as the output at the state E = 0 (Rule 3.1), it should have similar effect on the rest of states. Therefore, a heuristic method can be used as For FZ-PI For FZ-PD a) Cross-over area
Small rules are used for preventing any overshoot in area A2 lA4. b) Area AI and A 3
when in area A1 (rules inust be positive) when in area A3(mles must be negative). c) Area A2 and A4
The above heuristic method can build general rule bases, which are shown in Tables I and 11 . Theoretically, the rule base can be tuned slightly for a optimum performance. Practically, these general rule bases are robust enough for a wide range of applications. The most distinguishing difference between FZ-PI and FZ-PD rule base is the switching line at which the sign of rules change; one is the diagonal line (when E = E) for FZ-PI, the other one is around the set point (when E = 0) for FZ-PD.
The rule base designed by the phase-plane technique is easier to modify. For instance, the rule base can be updated easily for a long time delayed process by including the time delay information in the rule base [5] . This delayed rule base plays a similar role to the Smith-predictor in conventional nonfuzzy control. 
FUZZY THREE-TERM CONTROL (FZ-PID)
It is well known that FZ-PI type control give poor performance in transient response for higher order process due to the internal integration operation and FZ-PD type control give large steady state error. To improve performance, a FZ-PXD type control is needed.
A Velocity-Tjpe Algorithm
The existing fuzzy three-term control is a velocity type PID control [3] , which can be shown in Fig 6 Its knowledge base is quite different with fuzzy two-term control
As there are three inputs, the rule base is a three dimensional one and should have n3 rules (n is the number of MF's) for a complete rule base A large number of rules makes the knowledge base design more difficult On the other hand, the acceleration error term has little influence on the performance because of limited measuiement and computer resolution rule base is avoided. Two rule bases share the same inputs, which also reduces the tuning complexity.
To further reduce the complexity of the rule-base design and increase efficiency, a simplified FZ-PID type control is proposed in Fig. 8 , by sharing a common rule-base for both FZ-PI and FZ-PD parts. Practically, this simplified FZ-PID can achieve the similar performance as the actual FZ-PID shown in Fig. 7 
IV. Fuzzy CONTROL TUNING
A. Tuning Philosophy parameters to be tuned than its nonfuzzy counterparts.
Tuning fuzzy control is a very difficult task as it has more 1) Rule tuning Changes of rules may affect the performance.
However, it is not so easy to tune the rule base. 2 ) MF tuning Changes of MF's may not affect the performance very much. It is also not very convenient to tune MF's. 3) Gain tuning Changes of gain affects the performance greatly. As it is easier to tune the gain than the rule base and MF's, so gain tuning is the most common way for tuning fuzzy control. Based on the above reasons, the general and robust rule base discussed before, and standard MF's cdn be used for different applications, leaving the optimum tuning to the scaling gains. A multiple and simultaneous adjustment reduces to a simple gain tuning.
As the simplified FZ-PID type control is composed of FZ-PI and FZ-PD, therefore tuning fuzzy two-term control is more fundamental and essential. The gain structure of fuzzy control are different with its nonfuzzy counterparts. Fuzzy control actually has two levels of gain. The scaling gains ( K e / I C d , a, and IC71/I{2) are in the lower level; the fuzzy proportional and integral/derivative gains, which are formed by coupling scaling gains, are in the higher level.
The high-level coarse tuning can follow the tuning strategy of its nonfuzzy counterparts [6]-try to reach the stable performance by controlling lip, Iil and I i D . After that, a low-level fine tuning may be needed to enhance the performance by adjusting the resolution of control variables.
B. Coarse (High-Level) Tuning for Stabiliry and Robustness Requirement
The proportional and integral effects, or proportional and derivative effects, are coupled together in fuzzy control. Their couplings are defined by a. Equations (6) and (7) can be transformed into a new form, so that the relationship between fuzzy gains ( l i p , I i r and I i D ) and scaling gains can be seen more easily
The gains of FZ-PI
The gains of FZ-PD F { PI;?}
F{ ICe}
The Relationship Between Scaling and Fuzzy Gains 1) The output scaling gain Xl/IC* has more direct influence on fuzzy proportional gain Si-, .
2 ) The input scaling K e / I i d has also some influence on the fuzzy proportional gain ICp of FZ-PDFZ-PI. However, its influence is more indirect and fuzzy compared with ICl / I i z because of the fuzzy operations.
3) The ratio w affects the couplings of PI, or PD because changes of a! will affect the influence of i to the output. In other words, it may have similar influence as Td/T, in nonfuzzy PD/PI control. However, its influence is more fuzzy similarly because of the fuzzy operations. The Heuristic Method for Tuning 1) Tuning FZ-PD/FZ-PI a) Tuning Iie: Try to spread E all over the controlled range for the best resolution, and do not let E out of the range too much in order to keep the control of it. b) Determining a correct a: As the a can be approximated as a constant [7] during the control operation, try to find the appropriate one which gives a proper coupling between proportional and integral, or, proportional and derivative action. Be careful do not let E out of the range too much. c) Tuning output scaling ICl/I<z: As FZ-PI gives a velocity type control, so Ir'l is usually smaller; while I i z is larger because of position type control from FZ-PD. Tuning output scaling is equivalent to tuning fuzzy proportional gain.
Repeat Steps 1-3 until the performance is satisfactory.
Step 1 is normally a first step for tuning, while Steps 2-3 are mixed up. After getting the proper cy, Step 2 can be omitted with only two gains to be tuned. The influence of fuzzy gains lip, ICI, and ICD in fuzzy control on the performance is similar to that of its nonfuzzy counterpart. By adjusting ICp, K I , and I~D properly through scaling gains, a stable performance can be achieved. However, the tuning of fuzzy control is more difficult than its nonfuzzy counterpart because of the two level coupled gains. There is still no systematic tuning method like Zigler-Nichol method for fuzzy control.
C. Fine (Low-Level) Tuning for Performance Enhancement
Practically, it may be hard to get an optimum performance by coarse tuning only because different transient and steady state needs different control resolution. In transient state, large errors need a coarse control which employs coarser MF's; while in steady state, small errors need a fine control which employs finer MF's. The relationship between coarser and finer MF's is actually a constant and can be adjusted by the scaling gains [5]. Thus the gain scheduling strategy in Table I11 can help to achieve closer to optimum performance after the coarse tuning. Practically, by using a smaller output scaling gain in the steady state period, better performance can be achieved [5] . IAE accounts mainly for error at the beginning of the response and to a lesser degree for the steady state duration. ITAE keeps account of errors at the beginning but also emphasises the steady state.
The simulation is made by DCS-a simulation language developed by Control Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Auckland. The numerical integration method used is fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The integration interval T is chosen as 0.01 s. The simulation duration is 30 s. Table IV The nonfuzty control is generally better than the fuzzy control on this simple Iprocess. By large proportional gain, FZ-PD can achieve quite good steady state performance FZ-PI is slow in the transient penod.
Just like its nonfuzzy counterpart, f u z y three-term control is still better than fuzzy two-tern control in overall performance.
Performance comparison between 1'1 and FZ-PI on the second-order Table V . Fuzzy control seems better than its nonfuzzy counterparts on this more complex process. As the proportional gain can not be too large for FZ-PD, it has large steady state error. FZ-PI is still slow in the transient period. FZ-PID shows a superior performance in all the aspects.
B. Simulation on a Third-Order Linear Model
C. Pei$ormance Analysis
It is well known that FZ-PI type control can achieve good performance on a first-order system. However, it can not achieve good
